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Report on the development of the procurement  
market situation VIII 
 
 Einsiedeln, January 26th, 2023 
 
 
Dear customers 
 
It has been a long time since we sent you our last report on the development of the procurement market situa-

tion. The reason is relatively simple: In our view, market conditions have not improved. On the contrary, the com-

plexity of forecasting has become considerably more difficult due to the situation in Ukraine, the euro crisis, infla-

tion and a possible recession, as well as the Chinese New Year in combination with local Corona circumstances. 

In addition, a large fire recently broke out in a production facility of an independent service provider in Wuxi, 

where wafers (pre-material of ICs) are coated for many well-known manufacturers. 

Situation assessment 

We see the current situation as stagnant with a slight tendency of a possible relaxation in some segments. How-
ever, since your products, be they assembled assemblies or entire devices, usually consist of dozens or more 
raw materials, even a partial relaxation will not have a positive impact on replenishment time. In addition to the 
current situation, we also see emerging risks. 
 
One of the overriding risks is inflation and the economic downturn. Inflation will tend to continue rather than 
weaken in 2023. Companies will have to adjust to the fact that many economies will stagnate or shrink. Payment 
and financing problems are therefore possible and should not be ruled out. 
 
Securing supply chains is also a key issue. The challenges began with the Covid-related backlogs and were ex-
acerbated by Russia's invasion of Ukraine and labor shortages resulting from the great resignation. This has 
made it difficult to procure parts and products and has driven up the prices of a wide range of goods. 
 
Another risk is the disruption of production due to Chinese New Year. Unfortunately, factory closures in 2023 in 
China are likely to be worse than in previous years due to an increase in Covid-19 cases following the lifting of 
restrictions and mandated closures. Production outages are expected to be much longer than if the New Year's 
holiday were a regular duration. 
 
Quality problems may also occur due to the Chinese New Year. It can be assumed that a relevant proportion of 
factory workers will not return to their jobs. As a result, many inexperienced workers are promoted or rehired, 
ranging from assembly line workers to managers to a wide variety of skilled workers. 
 
The latest unknown is the aforementioned major fire in Wuxi in a manufacturing facility where the so-called 
"plating" process of wafers is done. The exact impact is currently still difficult to estimate. With a very high proba-
bility, significant effects in the subsequent manufacturing processes and thus of various ICs (presumably SOTx, 
SOD323, SC7x, TSFP, TSSOP10, SSO8, Mini FP and DSC P12 package types) are to be expected. According to In-
fineon, the special and complex infrastructure is severely damaged. 

Impact 

In summary, despite headlines to the contrary, there is no end in sight to the global semiconductor shortage. The 
situation described leads to a tight supply situation. At the same time, demand for semiconductors has never 
been as high as it is today.  
 
The continuing discrepancy between supply and demand thus means that lead times are becoming longer and 
longer. Basically, there are no waiting periods of less than 30 weeks. As of summer 2022, lead times for most 
semiconductors (regardless of type) are at least 40 to 50 weeks, with many as long as 50 to more than 60 weeks. 
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Based on market data and discussions with our suppliers as well as customers, we expect the market for basic 
semiconductors to remain tight until the end of 2023. The market for complex semiconductors (microcontrollers, 
microprocessors and FPGAs, to name but a few) will remain until certainly spring 2024.  

Recommendations for action 

• Commitment: Provide us with framework contracts, purchase orders and/or binding target figures for 
the period up to summer 2024. This enables us to plan better and facilitates material procurement. 

 
• Visibility: Provide us with as much transparency as possible so that not only material procurement but 

also production capacities and possible longer-term investments can be planned. 
 

• Lead times and buffered inventory: Some of our suppliers require 12 to 24 months visibility. If possible, 
deposit a valid safety stock to cushion unforeseeable risks (see Wuxi major fire). The replenishment time 
of your electronic supplies/ PCBAs should be at least 40 weeks, for specialties or high-end components 
even more than 60 weeks. 

 
• New products: Start product development early and plan material procurement of all materials in paral-

lel to ensure a smooth market launch and evaluate as many alternative types of components as possible 
to make the supply chain more flexible and thus faster. 

 
It is important to note that the situation will remain difficult and that there is no quick solution. We are working 
closely with our suppliers to minimize the impact of this tight market situation on our production and delivery 
capabilities and we will keep you informed if there are any delays or shortages. 
 
Thank you for your trust and good partnership! By your active participation and acting according to our recom-
mendations, you make an important contribution that we can continue to enable on-time production and delivery 
and that both parties go into the future strengthened. 
 
If you would like a joint meeting to assess the market situation and discuss the necessary steps, please contact 
our sales team. 
 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. 
 
STEINEL Solutions AG 
Your Sales Team 
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Attachments/ References 

• Z2Data Insights: «Fire in Wuxi» Link to article (EN, 20.01.2023) 

• Elektroniknet.de: «Engpässe bleiben, aber 2023 wandelt sich der Markt / [Bottlenecks remain, but in 
2023 the market is changing]»: Link to article (DE) (19.01.2023) 

• Infineon Technologies AG: «Business Continuity Customer Notification-Fire incident at manufacturing 
partner in Wuxi (China).pdf»: N° 2023-0 (EN, 12./19.01.2023) 

• Infineon Technologies AG: «Fire incident at manufacturing partner in Wuxi (China)-Current status and 
way forward.pdf» (EN, 12.01.2023) 

• Vishay: «Advisory – Product Delivery Interruption UPDATE.pdf» (EN 13.01.2023) 

• FusionWorldwide: « Shortages for NXP and STM persist into the new year»: Link to article (EN, 01/2023) 

• Elextronikpraxis: «Rückblick 2022-Ukrainekrieg treibt Wirtschaft ins Chaos / [Review 2022-Ukraine war 
drives economy into chaos]»: Link to article (DE) (06.01.2023) 

• Elektroniknet.de: «Besserung bei Lieferketten-Industrie-Abschwung im Dezember verlangsamt / [Im-
provement in supply chain industry downturn slowed in December]»: Link to article (DE) (04.01.2023) 

 
 
Upon request, we provide our customers with a dossier of various information letters from our suppliers. 
 
Previous report on development of the procurement market situation can be found on our website in the Media 
Room under «Reports & Customer information». 

https://www.z2data.com/insights/fire-in-wuxi
https://www.elektroniknet.de/halbleiter/engpaesse-bleiben-aber-2023-wandelt-sich-der-markt.201514.html?utm_source=liana&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter
https://info.fusionww.com/resources/the-greensheet-january-2023?utm_campaign=Greensheet%20Distribution&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=240582844&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-81eN8vFDGVoJ2kTWWkaTZA5Z4PMjUa2S8RsCBQ9Q4y4S5jaOm3V3hKeBsPsanWGQW4nRAwJCuzFMYZHmqC2mWewLoLb_avuipLcxFl7SrIl3JTjXs&utm_content=240582363&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.elektronikpraxis.de/ukrainekrieg-treibt-wirtschaft-ins-chaos-a-12bf0d60219e4647ec1bc47437c578f7/?cmp=nl-95&uuid=29ac833e4c75b651d3529b09ef639b59
https://www.elektroniknet.de/elektronikfertigung/strategien-trends/industrie-abschwung-im-dezember-verlangsamt.201255.html
https://www.steinel.de/en/oem-solutions/news-media-room/
https://www.steinel.de/en/oem-solutions/news-media-room/

